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Project Goals: PNNL’s Soil Microbiome SFA aims to achieve a systems-level understanding of the
soil microbiome’s phenotypic response to changing moisture through spatially explicit examination
of the molecular and ecological interactions occurring within and between members of microbial
consortia. Integrated experiments will be designed to confront both the scaling challenges and
inter-kingdom interactions that regulate networks of biochemical reactions. Individual- and
population-based models for predicting interspecies and inter-kingdom interactions will be
parameterized using experimental data, and predictions will be tested in soil to reveal spatially
explicit microbial interactions. Discoveries from controlled experiments will be tested and validated
in the field, using moisture gradient experiments at a new local field site. Data will be captured and
shared through the establishment of a Soil Microbiome Knowledgebase (SMK). Knowledge gained
will provide fundamental understanding of how soil microbes interact to decompose organic carbon
and enable prediction of how biochemical reaction networks shift in response to changing moisture
regimes.
Abstract:
Understanding the basic biology that underpins soil microbiome interactions is required in order to predict
the metaphenome response to environmental shifts, such as changing moisture content. A significant
knowledge gap is how such changes will affect microbial community structure and its metabolic landscape.
We aim to visualize the metabolome of interacting organisms within the soil habitat by attaining high
resolution multidimensional maps of the compositional and functional state of soil microbial communities.
This entails mapping the metabolic exchanges that occur within soil microbiomes, wherein historically it
has been exceedingly difficult to measure the biochemical currency among interacting community members
within a soil system.1 For example, traditional metabolomic approaches are often limited in their ability to
distinguish between molecules that remain localized within microbes and exuded molecules that are in
proximity, and thus often disregard the multifaceted chemical exchange within and between interacting

species. However, visualizing metabolic interactions between interacting organisms within environmental
microbiomes with unmatched sensitivity and specificity can now be accomplished using mass spectrometry
imaging (MSI) methodologies we recently developed.2,3 We are able to attain high confidence in both
molecular identification and localization, offering unprecedented insights into the metabolic interactions of
an inter-kingdom interaction (e.g., changes in disaccharide synthesis).3 We will utilize these methods in a
multimodal fashion with optical microscopy approaches, capable of visualizing desired taxa, in order to
understand how change in soil moisture content will modify the soil microbiome community organization
and its spatial metabolome.
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